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A MINDFUL
MAINSTAY

Recently, I took time to stand near the entrance of the store to admire
the beautiful photographs of our latest Owner Portraits Series and read
the words of the subjects describing the Co-op. I always find these
statements moving, but this time as I read them I thought of what I had
written earlier in the year (above) and realized that what this group of
owners had to say about the Co-op further proved the solid formative
nature of this venerable institution. Make no mistake, the policies and
procedures of operating the store as well as the policies that govern the

Matt Gougeon

broader ideals of the cooperative have a positive impact on the people

General Manager

who participate with it. A sampling of paraphrased statements from the
Owner Portrait Series elucidates this:

Back in February, pre-pandemic (do you remember pre-pandemic
times?), I wrote a piece for The Fresh Feed referencing the value of

“I want to work with people with similar values and who share similar

institutions and the trend of the erosion of public trust in them to the

outlooks on life…” “It’s almost like I’m with family. … You feel like you’re

detriment of society. Institutions are depended upon to be formative,

doing a good thing.” There is a … “priority” on bringing in local food and

meaning they form participants in them to be good citizens, members,

a “willingness” to work with vendors and try new things. The Co-op helps

and examples to others. But trust in institutions erodes when people use

another business “grow and keep things at the scale we want them to be

them to promote themselves or a personal agenda. This erosion then

without overstretching” and increases “the availability of local food in the

causes dysfunction and unrest. I placed the Co-op in such a continuum

community.” The Co-op has had “a lot of influence to be more mindful.”

and made some observations. I used the Marquette Food Co-op as an

The Co-op “has been able to hold onto its principles and values and

example of an institution that continues to function well as a formative

spearhead into the future.”

organization. I wrote:
All that sounds like the institution of this Co-op helps mold and uphold a
The Co-op functions so well and is trustworthy because there are several

wide range of community values. That working here, shopping here, and

groups of people fulfilling roles on teams with different responsibilities that

interacting here all have that benefit of contributing to the greater good.

adhere to formative policies and rules of engagement. All these groups are

This place is a bastion of “good-ness.” This Co-op continues to build in a

accountable to one another for the success of the Co-op and to create value

time when so much is being torn down. That, I think, is the real beacon

for the community. This accountability creates trust; trust in one another

of this organization. We are a light of cooperation, and also a place where

and, thereby, trust in the cooperative Institution. Think about it: the board

you can pick up your groceries.

of directors, the administrative team, the management team, teams of

Feel Good,
Shop The
Co-op!

department staff, and owners using the cooperative. There’s no opportunity
for any individual on these teams to promote their own view or profile at
the expense of the public trust in the cooperative. If someone new enters
any of these groups within the cooperative and has a personal agenda,
they are typically molded by the institution or they don’t last very long. I
acknowledge that, on occasion, some people claim to have lost their trust in
the MFC. Typically, I notice those individuals to be people who cleave tightly
to a personal view or belief about a single particular thing; a platform, if you
will, upon which they stand. Such adherence doesn’t allow for reasonable
interpretation or tolerance, both tenets of this institution.

You can also check out the Owner Portrait series on page 13 or
search #MFCowners on Facebook or Instagram.
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Wellness
Weekend
November

13 - 15

25%
OFF
body care, vitamins,
+ supplements
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excludes items
already on sale

IMMUNITY COMMUNITY

With cold & flu season approaching, we’ve rounded
up some of our favorite immune boosters.

HERB PHARM

NORDIC NATURALS

SOURCE NATURALS

VITAL PLANET

Daily Immune Builder
& Rapid Immune Boost

Nordic Immune
Daily Defense

Herbal Resistance
Liquid

Immune Biome
Probiotic

Available in 2oz, 4oz,
8 oz & Kid’s Formula

Staff Pick

COMING SOON

MFC Brand Vegan Vitamin D3 (with Super Food and Immune Support blend)
Four Sigmatic Adaptogen Immune Support with Chaga

Urban Moonshine
Clear Chest
Sam G., Wellness
"Zippidy wowow! Thyme, elecampane root, licorice and many other potent ingredients in a strong
honey-sweetened magic syrup unlike anything I’ve ever had.
It works fast and furious as an amazing expectorant and lung tonic. The chronic asthma I deal with is
tempered by this crazy awesome potion so much that it has replaced my inhaler on many occasions –
sound extreme, but I’m not exaggerating. I’ll be using this for the rest of my life.
Urban Moonshine Clear Chest is in the Wellness Department Immunity/Seasonal section along with
other wellness syrups."
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			 Free
Turkey
Giveaway

November
21 & 22

FREE pasture-raised
frozen turkey with
purchase of $150
or greater.
Free Turkey giveaway
is available on the Mfc
webstore

FRESH
TUR
AV A I L A K E Y S
BL
NOV. 1 TH E
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While Supplies Last.

Turkeys located in the Meat Department.

Free turkeys range from 10 – 12 lbs.

Balance must still exceed $150 after using Owner Rewards to be eligible.
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YOUR

Cooking Turkey
FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

Weight of Turkey

Roasting Time
(Unstuffed)

Roasting Time
(Stuffed)

How much turkey should I purchase?
Generally, 1-1.5 pounds of uncooked
bird per person is a good amount.

10–18 lbs

3–3.5 hrs

3.75–4.5 hrs

18–22 lbs

3.5–4 hrs

4.5–5 hrs

22–24 lbs

4–4.5 hrs

5–5.5 hrs

24–29 lbs

4.5–5 hrs

5.5–6.25 hrs

How long should I cook my bird?
The following chart is a great reference
guide for an oven set at 350 degrees.
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Thanksgiving,
Locally!
LOCAL PRODUCE

Search for the ‘LOCAL” tag in the produce
section for currently in-stock items.

LOCAL GROCERY

Eggs
BSB Farm
Cloverland Farm

Honey
Grand Bee’s Honey
Maple Syrup
Danielson’s Sugarbush
Herman Hills
Maple Ridge
Flour
Liberty Farms Flour
Local Jam
Yooper Sisters
Keweenaw Kitchens
Bread
Marquette Baking Co.
Relsa
Rozie’s Relsa

Support your local community by aiming to make your Thanksgiving Dinner
with as many local products as possible! We carry lots of local products in
every department of the store, making this entirely possible. See below for
some examples of local products available at the Co-op!
Our definition of local:
Grown, raised or produced in the Upper Peninsula of Michigan

LOCAL DAIRY

LOCAL MEAT

Jilbert’s Dairy
Milk, Butter and Cheese

Search the meat cases and frozen section
for the “LOCAL” tag to find current in-stock
items.

DeBacker’s Family Dairy
Half & Half, Heavy Cream, and Milk

Case Country Farm
Guindon Farm
Superior Home Farm
Seeds & Spores Family Farm

LOCAL BEVERAGES

Coffee
Velodrome Coffee Co.
Crappie Coffee
Dead River Coffe Co.
Dancing Crane Farm
Keweenaw Coffee Co.

Beer
Blackrocks Brewery
Ore Dock Brewing Co.
Barrel + Beam
Keweenaw Brewing Co.
Upper Hand Brewery
Kombucha
Superior Culture Kombucha
Mama's Booch
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SPECIAL
SPLURGE
It’s been an atypical year, which may call for an atypical celebration. The
Co-op has brought in some hard-to-find items to make your holiday extra
special. From caviar to mussels to seasonal cheese, we have everything to
make a delectable spread.
At the cheese counter, find Romanoff Caviar (Black Lumpfish & Red Salmon).
We also have several offerings by Patagonia Provisions, including Lemon
Caper Mackerel, Smoked Mussels, and Savory Sofrito Mussels. We also carry
many specialty cheeses like Mimolette and Raclette and everything else you
need for an impressive charcuterie board.
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PASS THE WINE!

Autumn Sangria

Whether you’re still planning a festive gathering or just want to relax with a

• ½ C water

glass (or two) of wine, the Co-op has you covered.

• 1 C fresh cranberries

• ½ C local honey

For Thanksgiving, our Beer & Wine Buyer Clare recommends Riesling since
it pairs well with all the sweet staple side dishes, like sweet potatoes with
marshmallows and cranberry relish. She recommends the Michigan-made
Chateau Grand Traverse Semi-Dry Riesling. Other good options available at
the Co-op include Le Petit Perroy Vouvray or the Three Pears Chenin Blanc/
Viognier blend.

• 1-2 cinnamon sticks
• 1 bottle of dry Riesling
• Apple, orange, and/or pear
• Optional: ¼ C brandy or orange liqueur, cranberry juice
and sparkling water/club soda/champagne
In a small saucepan over medium heat, combine water and

“They have enough sweetness to pair nicely with a typical Thanksgiving

honey and stir until fully combined. Add ½ cup of fresh

meal,” said Clare.

cranberries and simmer until they begin to split or pop to
make a simple syrup. Remove from heat and allow to cool.

For those that want a good red wine, Clare suggests choosing one that is low
in tannins, such as Pinot Noir.

Wash and dice desired amount of fruit (leaving remaining

“We have several that would fit the bill. The Riojana Pinot Noir is quite nice
and is a Fair-Trade wine,” she said. “A couple of other choices would be The
SeaGlass Pinot Noir or the Le Grand Noir Pinot Noir, both are light enough to

cranberries whole and/or halved) and combine all ingredients
in a large pitcher. If you’d prefer to tone down the sweetness,
begin with half of the simple syrup and add more if desired.

not overpower or clash with the many choices of food on the Thanksgiving

For a stronger cranberry taste, add a splash of 100% cranberry

table.”

juice. Stir, cover and let flavors meld in fridge for at least 4
hours and up to 24 hours. Pour into glasses to serve, adding

Sangria is another fun option for serving a small group. It’s easy to put a

a hefty spoonful of fruit to each glass. Seltzer water can be

seasonal flare, using fresh produce and local ingredients like honey. See

added right before serving for fizz.

Le Grand Noir
Pinot Noir

SeaGlass
Pinot Noir

Riojana
Pinot Noir

Three Pears Chenin
Blanc/ Viognier blend

Le Petit Perroy
Vouvray

Chateau Grand Traverse
Semi-Dry Riesling

below for a sample recipe.
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PASS THE PIE
Once again, we’ll be stocking made-from-scratch seasonal pies from
Willamette Valley Pie Company for Thanksgiving. They’re made with
fresh, whole fruit, all-natural ingredients, and no preservatives or
additives. They’re about as close to homemade as you can get.
Choose from Pumpkin, Pumpkin Chiffon, Vegan Pumpkin, Pecan,
Baked Pecan and Baked Apple for your holiday celebration.
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Celebrate Holiday Savings
However you plan to celebrate the holidays this year, turn to the co-op for the products and brands you
trust. Discover savings on ingredients for preparing special holiday meals and baking favorite family recipes
with coupons for Cascadian Farm, Pacific Foods, Frontier and Organic Valley products. Take advantage of
savings on a variety of probiotics, essential oils and soothing teas to help you de-stress and feel your best
during this hectic season.
Look for Co+op Deals coupon pads on shelves throughout the store and save up to $67 during November
and December. These coupons are valid through Dec. 31, 2020.
While we no longer offer printed coupon books, you can still get all of the same great deals by using the
coupon tear pads in the store. To help you plan your shopping trips, you can find a PDF version of the
coupons on our website at here. And be sure to look for Co+op Deals sales and our everyday low price
Co+op Basics items to save even more money at the co-op!
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Thank

You!

Thanks to these beautiful people for sharing why they chose to
invest in the Marquette Food Co-op, as well as the nearly 6,000
others who collectively own this cooperative. We appreciate you!
If you missed this series, explore the hashtag #MFCowners on Facebook or Instagram to see what they had to say.

During Co-op Month, we welcomed 57 new
owners. Thank you from the MFC Staff and your
fellow owners — we’re happy to have you on board!

If you’re not already an owner and are interested
in becoming part of this community, learn more
online at marquettefood.coop or visit the Customer
Service Desk at the front of the store.
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What our Co-op means to us
“The Co-op is so much more than a grocery store – you’re part of a democratic process as an owner
and there’s fluidity in that ownership. The Co-op has been able to hold onto its principles and values
and spearhead into the future. It’s gone through a lot of change, but its core values have stayed solid.
It’s bigger than a grocery store in a lot of ways and also has so much potential. That potential is
the important part. You’re buying into the potential for community growth. It’s an investment that
supports a healthy community and also a way of life. ”
Michelle Augustyn
MFC Board Member
with Alejandro Aranda (former employee), Saul, Opal, Jade, Jasper & their dog Huxley
Owner for 12 years

“The benefit of special ordering – that to me is worth it in itself. (Superior Culture) is not necessarily at the
capacity for wholesale ordering directly with distributors, so being able to work with the Co-op allows us to
grow and keep things at the scale we want them to be without overstretching. It also allows us to have a strong
diversity in what we’re able to produce. Instead of buying hundreds of pounds of the same thing, I get to do a
bunch of small batches with items I find at the Co-op. I spend a lot of time in the produce section just staring at
things trying to get inspired by new flavors. I’m also really thankful for the Upper Peninsula Food Exchange – to
have that local food hub and being part of increasing the availability of local food in this community is probably
one of, if not the most, important things we can be doing right now. ”
Alex Rowland
Superior Culture
Owner for 5 years

“The mentality at the Co-op has played a role in how we’ve made decisions for the last few years. Both of us
coming from bigger cities where sustainable living feels out of the question, the Co-op puts those ideas more
in the forefront of your mind when you’re here and seeing those practices. We’ve both fallen love with that to
the point that we’ve started gardening and taking care of our neighbor’s chickens… all of this stuff that wasn’t
on our mind at all prior to coming to Marquette. The Co-op has had a lot to do with that, a lot of influence to
be more mindful. If we’re going to invest our money, we want to vote with that. We want to put that back into
things that are looking out for our environment. That’s really been at the heart of why we love this place.”
Nate & Emerson Graves
Owners for 5 years
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“I’ve switched careers four to fives times in my life – I do something professional with my degree and then I get
a certain point and I’ll go back to herbs and wellness, then repeat. I was at a crossroads with my career once
again and came across a list I had written, and the Co-op was at the top. I want to work with people with similar
values and who share similar outlooks on life and the Co-op checked all my boxes. I just really like being in a
place that supports my values so I don’t have to leave those at the door when I come to work. I think life is too
short to separate your values from what you do 8 hours a day.”
Laura Vanden Avond
MFC Employee, Wellness Department
Owner for 5 years

“Mom always said it’s nice to share your toys and blessings. I’m really social and I’ve made a lot of connections
with people at the Co-op. It just has a good vibe both in terms of the quality of the materials that are available
and the kind of people that work there, the kind of people that shop there. It’s a pleasant culture to rub
shoulders with. It’s almost like I’m with family, with friends that have common focus and interest. You don’t get
that kind of feeling at the commercial stores – you get that feeling at your local co-op. You feel like you’re doing
a good thing.”
Peter Zenti
Owner for 11 years

“I really appreciate the priority the produce department has in bringing in local and having a personal relationship
with growers. There’s a willingness to try things we’re growing and a willingness to buy things that are maybe a
little bit different, like our pink celery this year. It was new and weird and we were pleasantly surprised when the
Co-op ordered it. There’s also a big emphasis on organic, which is important to us since we’re a certified organic
farm. Beyond that, the types of products the Co-op is buying from other countries tend to be fair trade – we try to
think about the working conditions of people who are making our food. I’m glad I can buy fair trade chocolate at
the store.”
Joe Newman & Kate Debs
Mighty Soil Farm
Owners for 2 years

“One of the things that’s important to me as an owner of the Co-op is to know that they do educational outreach to
the community. I’m an educator myself and work here in town at Northern Michigan University and I don’t think
the university is doing anybody any good unless we are giving our students a set of skills that they can go out with
and help make the world a better place with. And that’s precisely what the Co-op does in its community outreach
and its educational services. It’s just another reason to support it as an institution – not just the food but what
they’re doing educationally for the entire community.”
Robbie & Kyra Goodrich
with Eileen, Jack, Roscoe, Welly,
Moses, Kiah & Julia
Owners for 13 years
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NEW ITEMS

November 2020
Chocolate Cupcakes with Chocolate Frosting

Ruesch Century Farm
Organic Cranberries

Ruesch Century Farm is a fourth-generation organic and
sustainable farm. They dry harvest their cranberries to
help them stay fresh longer. When fresh, the sweetness of
cranberries is largely overwhelmed by their acidity, so they're
usually cooked and sweetened into sauce, jam, or juice, but
they also taste great in nut breads and cranberry relish.

Divvies Chocolate Cupcakes with Chocolate Frosting are
scrumptious vegan, non-GMO, and nut-free snacks. They are
made in small batches in Divvies’ dedicated peanut, tree nut,
egg, and dairy free bakery. Double the chocolate, double the fun.

Violife
Just Like Smoked Provolone Slices
Niman Ranch
Uncured Capocollo
The mission of Niman Ranch and its network of U.S. family
farmers and ranchers is to raise livestock humanely and
sustainably to produce the finest tasting meat in the world. They
use heritage breed pork in small-batch artisanal production,
resulting in the highest quality product with exceptional flavor.
Niman Ranch Uncured Capocollo is made using old-world
techniques. Capocollo can be prepared hot or cold and served as
a snack, an appetizer, or as a main dish.

Discover Violife’s Just Like Smoked Provolone Slices. It’s a
delicious vegan cheese alternative that melts just like cheese.
Try it on a sandwich, pizza, or melted on a grilled veggie burger.
Made with onn-GMO ingredients, these slices are also free of
soy, gluten, lactose, nuts, and preservatives.

Pure Organic Bliss
Carrot Cake Granola

Pure Organic Bliss is founded on the principles of integrity,
sustainability, quality, and compassion. They use minimally processed certified organic ingredients. Their Carrot Cake Granola
is grain-free, paleo, and made with real carrots in small batches.
It is sweetened with maple syrup and honey.

Zot
Organic Licorice Gems
Zot Organic Licorice Gems are soft and chewy. They make a
tasty snack, a satisfying treat, and a scrumptious dessert. These
delectable, bite-size candies are organic and gluten-free.

Mother In Law's
Gochugaru Korean Chile Flakes

Mother In Law’s company began with a mission to craft authentic small batch kimchi. They’ve since expanded upon that vision
to include other Korean delicacies, like Gochugaru Korean Chile
Pepper Flakes. Their premium chile pepper flakes have a lovely
earthy aroma, fruity taste, and smoky finish – a must-have for
homemade kimchi. It can also be sprinkled on anything that
can handle the spice, like jambalaya, tacos, chili, pasta, pizza, or
anything that needs a Korean kick.

Traditional Medicinals
Organic Throat Coat Lemon Ginger
Echinacea Lozenges

All the support of Throat Coat tea is now available in a convenient Lemon Ginger Echinacea Lozenge. This unique formula
blends the throat soothing power of pectin with organic ginger
extract and organic lemon essential oil, providing sweet and
warming on-the-go support. Also available in Sweet Orange
Fennel and Eucalyptus Mint.

Romanoff Caviar
Black Lumpfish

Romanoff Caviar Black Lumpfish caviar is wild caught in the
cold coastal waters of Iceland. Lumpfish caviar adds flair and
appeal to dips and hors d'oeuvres.

Wholly Veggie
Kung Pao Broccoli Kung Tempura

Wholly Veggie Kung Pao Broccoli Kung Tempura bakes up
crispy and warm. It’s the kind of appetizer that starts dinner off
in the right direction. Made with broccoli florets and packed
with a Kung Pao dipping sauce, these vegan, gluten-free tempura bites are delectable and a joy to eat.

Divvies
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Grocery Pickup
$30 minimum purchase required online.

In-store Shopping

9am – 9pm

Product availabiliy & price subject to change.
Items must be picked up during dates of sale to secure sale price.

Shopping for At-Risk Populations

8am – 9pm

If an item is out of stock, staff will substitute with a comparable
product if available. You will have the opportunity to approve
substitutions at pick-up.

Grocery Pickup

Any changes ti your order will be communicated at pick-up.

10am – 7pm

Your order will be ready at the time you selected for pick-up.
We will not call when your order is ready.

Grocery Pickup call 906.225.0671 x706 when you arrive
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Fresh Feed

This newsletter is digitally published
monthly for owners and friends of the
Marquette Food Co-op.

Content & Editing
Kelsie Dewar

kdewar@marquettefood.coop

Design & Layout
Chad McKinney

cmckinney@marquettefood.coop

502 W. Washington St.
Marquette, MI 49855

Board of Directors

Phil Britton president
Cori Ann Noordyk vice president
Michelle Augustyn secretary
Richard Kochis treasurer
Kelly Cantway
Hillary Bush
Mary Pat Linck
Angie Cherrette
Matt Gougeon general manager
Everyone is welcome to attend Board Meetings, held the
third Tuesday monthly at 6pm in the Co-op Classroom.
For more info: www.marquettefood.coop

Disclaimer

The views within this publication are as diverse as the 5,000+
households sharing ownership of our Co-op, and thus do not
represent the store, its Board of Directors, or staff. The Co-op
does not prescribe health treatments or products. We offer
the extensive knowledge of our staff, and encourage you to
prescribe for yourself—every individual’s right.

In-store Hours 9am - 9pm
At-risk Population Hours 8 - 9am
Grocery Pickup 10am - 7pm

www.marquettefood.coop
Marquette, MI 49855

